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Happy Ganesh Mahotsav
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“The leader of Ganesh, you are the wisdom of the wise and uppermost in glory.  You are the foremost King of prayers 
please come to us and be present in the seat of this sacred attar, We offer our sacrificial oblation to you.” Our TLC Gurukul 
celebrated the program with lots of enthusiasm and excitement. The program began with a Shlok and it's explanation by 
Ms. Sheela Sahu. The program was filled with music, Ganapati song was sung by Ms. Deepa Thacker and Ms. Shilpa 
Gulati. The students of TLC Gurukul showed their devotion to lord Ganesha by a dance performance.  Ms. Shilpa Gulati 
shared her views on this auspicious occasion. Our primary kids also performed a dance which was filled with lots of 
energy and devotion. Our teachers of TLC Gurukul also performed a dance   (lezim dance) which was very energetic and 
lively. At last the program ended with Aarti of lord Ganesha and prasad distribution. Everyone enjoyed the program and 
took blessings from lord Ganesha.

Happy Teachers’ day

“They strive hard to shape the students' character nobly to make them an ideal citizen of the nation.” Yes, they are none 
other than our teachers. We celebrated teachers' day program in our TLC campus. The program started with  a song by 
students. Ms. Salma  shared her thought on this occasion. The program continued with a speech by Nishi mam. Ms. 
Sheela shared  her thoughts and emotions about all the teachers’ and wrote a beautiful poem which she shared with all. To 
enhance our knowledge Deepa mam gave many insights on teachers day by enlightening many points about some of the 
great teachers' of our country, India. The students of 3 Grade actively took part in the program and took the role of 
teachers'. They taught in the classes and enjoyed a lot. The overall program was fruitful and everyone enjoyed it.
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Happy grand parents’ day

Grand parents are the one who always shower their blessings on their grand kids. On 13/9/19 Friday we celebrated grand 
parents day. We started programme by welcoming grand parents. The pre-primary students performed a prayer - “Jeevan 
Anjali”. They also recited a beautiful poem rhyme . The pre - primary teachers performed on a song for grand parents. The 
Grand parents and grand kids had fun and enjoyed a lot with different indoor and outdoor games. The winners of games 
were awarded with fancy gifts.

Yellow Day
Cerebration 
Yellow Day

Cerebration 

Colours are very important part of our life. On 18/9/19 Wednesday we celebrated yellow day. 
Students of pre - primary were asked to come in yellow colour dress. They all  enjoyed in their new clothes. 
The students were taught about yellow fruits, vegetables and flowers. The students participated in counting 
activity of yellow balls . At last they enjoyed thumb print activity. 



Happy Teddy day
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Teacher’s CornerHappy Birthday corner

Teddy bears are one of the favorite toys for kids. On 26/9/19 Thursday , we celebrated Teddy Bear Week. We can explain 
to students how we should take care of our loved ones. Teddies are the one with whom children share their secrets, take 
care of it, make them do whatever they themselves also do. The students were asked  to click 5 different photographs with 
their teddy bear. Some students clicked photo while eating, praying, teaching etc. The students pasted the photographs 
with beautiful frame  and enjoyed  the activity.
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